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Silent Night January 15, 2019 Pashupatinath temple's creepy forest attracts hundreds of thousands
of Nepalis who come to light candles and decorate trees with lights for the Hindu festival of Dasain.
The festival is especially revered for the long, yellow, saffron garments worn by devotees as they go
through deep meditation, fasting, ritual and cleaning. Nirjara, the temple, was built around the 9th
century. Dhaubari Castle's six remaining Victorian-era buildings are the ruins of what was once the
kingdom's most expansive structure, one that still looms large over the town of Dhaubari in southern
Nepal. While the structures are themselves in ruins, they still stand as a reminder of the
stronghold's might. Dhaubari was a major kingdom that spanned most of the Kathmandu Valley and
expanded as far as Bhairawa in the north, with its capital located in Patan. The ruins of the castle
were built as a fort by the Rathors, a family of rulers from Maharashtra in India. The Rathors were a
wealthy merchant family who were involved in trade and were known for their outstanding qualities
as administrators and diplomats. Maharaj Kumar Prithvi Narayan Rathore, the founder of the
Dhaubari kingdom, defeated the Sisodiyas in the early 16th century. The Rathors' crowning
achievement, however, came after their defeat of the Kingdom of Gorkha and the founding of the
Kathmandu Valley. They created what is now Nepal's largest city by razing Patan, the Valley's
largest city and the location of some of the more famous temples. Kathmandu, which is also close to
Patan, has become Nepal's capital. Building the palace at Dhaubari was no simple task. The Rathors
employed 2, construction workers for 25 years until the work was completed in The palace was built
on a slope to ensure that it could easily be defended. The palace was designed in the Mogul style
with a massive entrance. The outer wall of the palace is made of stone and brick with arches. The
inner walls are also made of stone and brick with magnificent frescos. Pashupatinath temple's
creepy forest attracts hundreds of thousands of Nepalis who come to light candles and decorate
trees with lights for the Hindu festival of Dasain. The festival is especially revered for the long,
yellow, f988f36e3a
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